
EXPLORING CREATIVITY 
AS A SOUL PRACTICE

weeK FOUR



the FOURTH 
shamanic question

When did you stop
being COMFORTED BY THE 

SWEET TERRITORY OF SILENCE?

Looking at where you have lost the 
connection to the mystery that is
held in the silence and the truth that
                  silence matters 
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which are your 2 favourite animals?

warm up
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dog
cat
bear
horse
tiger

lion
panda 
whale
bird
dolphin
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one liner animal drawings
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Carla’s tips...
Use your imagination 

go fairly quickly 
using loops

not trying to make pretty
letting go of control

start with the eyes - think eyes, ears, nose and so on as you draw

once you put pen to paper you don’t lift your pen until you are done

adapted from the awesome carla sonheim link to her great 17 minute video on one liners 

You will �ll your page with one-liner drawings of your two animals. 

Moving back and forth between the two of just concentrating on one doing 
at least 5 versions of each on the front of your page -- then �ip your paper 
and do it again on the reverse side.

https://www.carlasonheim.com/online-classes/more-one-liner-ideas/



THAT HELPS US better navigate 
the power of the silence.

 it is about stepping forward
and making your own sacred 

mark on the paper and in your 
life - without judging - being
the sacred neutral witness

silencing the inner critic

IS A POWERFUL TOOL 
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The world needs to hear your pure creative voice, the one that rises up from the sacred silence
where you connect to your true self.

When it comes to our CREATOR BEING



Step by step instructions 
in a  separate  PDF.

EXERCISE ONE 
silence mandala 
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sweet territory of silence
the sacred neutral
the zero point
Connection to all that is
no-thing and everything



creator joy
EXERCISE two
in the silence

you as the tree of life
GROWING INTO each

now moment  
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the tree of life
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The object of this exercise
is to really tune into this 
expression of you as the
tree of life

the tree of life 
as above 
so below
as within
so without

the silence helps us
fine tune our expression

what are we anchoring
to that might be ready to
go?

Where are our branches 
reaching?

What fruits are we 
sharing with the world?



thank you for opening to more

of you because that allows all

of us to open to higher possibility

my email: christine@artthatmoves.ca

continue to explore all the questions and move 
into the exercises in a new way by re-doing them  

Daily
allow your time with silence to be a part of your 
daily life 
notice the ways it is already there
notice when you are resisting this sweetness in 
your life and open to its nectar

weekly
trust that you already know how to
move into higher and higher frequency
trust that you are the only gatekeeper
to the silence that connects you to source

creator fire
your creator fire is stoked by singing, dancing,
story and silence

possibly silence is the most powerful generator

as you allow things to come to you with more ease 
as you open to more grace and creator joy in your 
lifestream 
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May your creator exploration lead
you to a place beyond your wildest 

imaginings and - may you know
yourself as the beauty beyond the
beauty you thought you knew  


